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Abstract

Schinzel and Wójcik have shown that for every α, β ∈ Q× \ {±1}, there are infinitely many primes p
where vp(α) = vp(β) = 0 and where α and β generate the same multiplicative group mod p. We prove
a weaker result in the same direction for algebraic α, β. Let α, β ∈ Q̄×, and suppose |NQ(α,β)/Q(α)| ≠ 1
and |NQ(α,β)/Q(β)| ̸= 1. Then for some constant C = C(α, β), there are infinitely many prime ideals
P of OQ(α,β) where vP (α) = vP (β) = 0 and where the group ⟨β mod P ⟩ is a subgroup of ⟨α mod P ⟩
with [⟨α mod P ⟩ : ⟨β mod P ⟩] ≤ C. A key component of the proof is a theorem of Corvaja and Zannier
bounding the greatest common divisor of shifted S-units.
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1 Introduction

In 1992, Schinzel and Wójcik proved the following elegant result: For every α, β ∈ Q× \ {±1}, there
are infinitely many primes p (not dividing the numerator or denominator of α, β) for which the mod
p reductions of α and β generate the same subgroup of F×

p [SW92]. Their arguments, which amplify
those found in unpublished work of J. S. Wilson, J.W. S. Cassels, and J.G. Thompson, are ingenious but
elementary. Our interest here is in extensions of their result to algebraic number fields.

Suppose α and β are nonzero elements of the number field K. We let

PK(α, β) = {P ∈ MaxSpec(OK) : vP (α) = vP (β) = 0, ⟨α mod P ⟩ = ⟨β mod P ⟩}.

(Since α, β are not assumed algebraic integers, the mod P reductions refer to the images in OP /POP ,
where OP is the localization of OK at P .) The number field Schinzel–Wójcik problem is to prove the
infinitude of PK(α, β) for as many choices of α, β,K as possible.1

1 As will emerge shortly, PK(α, β) is infinite for some K containing α, β if and only if it is infinite for K = Q(α, β).
So K could be omitted from the statement of the problem.
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Quite a lot can be said if one is willing to assume plausible but unproved hypotheses. For instance,
working under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, Järviniemi and Perucca have
advanced a “Master Theorem” for problems connected with Artin’s primitive root conjecture [JP23]. That
theorem implies that (under GRH) PK(α, β) is infinite whenever α, β are multiplicatively independent. In
fact, one has the analogous conclusion with α, β replaced by any finite list of multiplicatively independent
elements. This last conclusion is also contained in work of Wójcik [W9́6], conditional not on GRH but on
Schinzel’s Hypothesis H [SS58] concerning simultaneous prime values of integer polynomials [W9́6].

If we insist on unconditional results, our knowledge is much more modest. In [JP21], Just and the author
showed that PK(α, β) is infinite when K is imaginary quadratic and α, β are nonzero integers of K, not
roots of unity. In [Pol], a sufficient condition is presented for PK(α, β) to be infinite. Here K can be any
number field and α, β any nonzero elements of K, but verifying the condition requires finding a suitable
“auxiliary prime ideal” in the Galois closure of K. While such a prime appears easy to compute in practice
(for any choice of α, β,K where one expects PK(α, β) to be infinite), we do not know a priori that this
prime always exists.

In this paper we prove an unconditional theorem not requiring a search for auxiliary primes. The catch is
that we do not obtain equality of the groups generated by α and β but only a bounded index statement.

Theorem 1. Let α, β ∈ Q̄×, both contained in the number field K, and neither a root of unity. Assume
either that α, β are multiplicatively dependent or that |NK/Q(α)| ̸= 1 and |NK/Q(β)| ̸= 1. For some
constant C, there are infinitely many prime ideals P of OK where vP (α) = vP (β) = 0 and where the group
⟨β mod P ⟩ is a subgroup of ⟨α mod P ⟩ having index at most C.

It would be desirable to weaken the hypotheses on α, β. Unfortunately this would seem to require a new
idea, as explained in the concluding remarks.

Here is an outline of the proof; details are spread over the next three sections. Suppose K and K ′ are
two number fields containing α and β, and P ′ is a nonzero prime ideal of OK′ lying above the nonzero
prime ideal P of OK . Then vP (α) = vP (β) = 0 if and only if vP ′(α) = vP ′(β) = 0. The embedding
OP /POP ↪→ OP ′/P ′OP ′ shows that the subgroups generated by α mod P and β mod P can be identified
with those generated by α mod P ′ and β mod P ′. So the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds for K if and only
if it holds for K ′. In particular, we can (and always will) assume that K is Galois over Q.

Our strategy is to show PK(αn, β) is infinite for some n ∈ Z>0; this gives Theorem 1 with C = n. The
case when α and β are multiplicatively dependent is easy to dispense with. Indeed, suppose αA = βB,
where A and B are integers, not both 0. Since α, β are not roots of unity, both A and B are nonzero.
Consider now the set of prime ideals Q of OK that appear in the support of (βq − 1)OK for some prime q
not dividing B. By a standard argument recalled below (see Corollary 3), there are infinitely many Q of
this kind. Restrict to those with vQ(α) = vQ(β) = 0. Then βq = 1 in OQ/QOQ, for a prime q (depending
on Q) not dividing B. It follows that αA = βB generates the same subgroup mod Q as β. So in this case,
PK(α|A|, β) is infinite. Henceforth we assume α, β are multiplicatively independent.

The rest of the proof has three components. First, we show that if #PK(α, β) < ∞, then a certain
fundamental identity holds between the conjugates of α and β. This is worked out in §2, using ideas drawn
from [SW92, JP21, Pol]. Hence, if #PK(αn, β) < ∞ for every n, then an entire family of identities has to
hold. In §3 we use results from Diophantine analysis to show that at least one of these identities must fail.
Here a theorem of Corvaja and Zannier, bounding the gcd of shifted S-units, plays a pivotal role. The
arguments of §3 are carried out assuming a certain multiplicative independence hypothesis (needed to
apply the Corvaja–Zannier theorem); that hypothesis is proved in §4.
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2 The fundamental identity

We adopt the setup of Theorem 1 but assume additionally that K is Galois over Q and that α, β are
multiplicatively independent. When #PK(α, β) < ∞, we will show there is a τ ∈ Gal(K/Q) for which∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

((τ ◦ σ)(α)− σ(β)) = ±F (α, β)
∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(1− σ(αβ)) , (1)

where

F (α, β)

=

( ∏
vP (α)>0

N(P )vP (β)
∏

vP (α)<0

N(P )vP (α)
∏

vP (α)=0
vP (β)<0

N(P )vP (β)

)( ∏
P : vP (α)̸=0 or

vP (β)̸=0

N(P )vP (1−αβ)

)−1

.

The proof goes by considering the decomposition into prime ideals of (αq − β)OK as q ranges through
a special sequence of prime numbers. Note that α is not a root of unity (otherwise α, β could not be
multiplicatively independent). Thus, there is at most one q with αq = β. We consider only q with αq ̸= β
and with the property that no prime ideal of OK lying above q belongs to the support of αOK or βOK ;
these conditions together exclude only finitely many primes. From the remaining collection of primes q,
we fix a sequence having the property that q → −1 in Ẑ (the profinite completion of Z). For example, it
suffices to choose the nth prime in our sequence to satisfy q ≡ −1 (mod n!) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , which is
possible by Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions.

To avoid the clutter of subscripts, we use the phrase “as q
Ẑ−→ −1” to refer to the limiting behavior as q

traverses our sequence. We say a claim holds “eventually” if it holds for all q sufficiently far out in the
sequence.

For each q in our sequence, we write

(αq − β)OK =
∏
P

P eP,q , where each eP,q = vP (α
q − β), (2)

the product extending over all nonzero prime ideals of OK .

We consider first the contribution to the right-hand side of (2) from (the finitely many) primes P belonging
to the support of αOK or βOK . Fix such a P . If vP (α) > 0, then eP,q = vP (α

q − β) = vP (β) eventually,
by the strong triangle inequality. Similarly, if vP (α) < 0, then eP,q = vP (α

q − β) = vP (α
q) = qvP (α)

eventually. Suppose now that vP (α) = 0. If vP (β) < 0 then eP,q = vP (β), while if vP (β) > 0 we have
eP,q = 0. Since only finitely many primes belong to the support of αOK or βOK , we may — eventually —
split the right-hand side of (2) into the five products∏

P∈PK(α,β)

P eP,q
∏

vP (α)=vP (β)=0
P /∈PK(α,β)

P eP,q
∏

vP (α)>0

P vP (β)
∏

vP (α)<0

P qvP (α)
∏

vP (α)=0
vP (β)<0

P vP (β). (3)

Here is the key observation (already present in [SW92]): If vP (α) = vP (β) = 0, and eP,q > 0, then
αq = β in OP /POP . Hence either ⟨α mod P ⟩ = ⟨β mod P ⟩, so that P ∈ PK(α, β), or q divides
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#(OP /POP )
× = NP − 1. So if we take norms in (3) and reduce modulo q, the second product will make

a trivial contribution.

It will be convenient to work not modulo q but modulo a prime ideal of OK above q. For each q in our
sequence of primes, we fix once and for all a prime ideal Q of OK lying above q. Our work so far shows
that, eventually, we have the mod Q congruence

N

(∏
P

P eP,q

)
≡

∏
P∈PK(α,β)

N(P )eP,q
∏

vP (α)>0

N(P )vP (β)
∏

vP (α)<0

N(P )vP (α)
∏

vP (α)=0
vP (β)<0

N(P )vP (β).

(Here we applied Fermat’s little theorem to replace N(P )qvP (α) with N(P )vP (α). To know that the
right-hand side is Q-adically integral, so that it makes sense to reduce mod Q, we use our assumption
that no prime above q belongs to the support of αOK or βOK .)

Continuing, suppose P is a fixed prime not belonging to the support of α or β. Then

eP,q = vP (α
q+1 − αβ) = vP ((α

q+1 − 1) + (1− αβ)).

The valuation vP (α
q+1 − 1) → ∞ as q

Ẑ−→ −1; indeed, for every positive integer m, #(OP /P
mOP )

× =
#(OK/Pm)× eventually divides q + 1, yielding vP (α

q+1 − 1) ≥ m. Since 1 − αβ ≠ 0 (as α, β are
multiplicatively independent), eventually vP (α

q+1 − 1) > vP (1− αβ), so that eP,q = vP (1− αβ).

So under our assumption that #PK(α, β) < ∞, we have eventually∏
P∈PK(α,β)

N(P )eP,q =
∏

P∈PK(α,β)

N(P )vP (1−αβ). (4)

We claim that, eventually, the right-hand side is congruent modulo Q to∏
P : vP (α)=vP (β)=0

N(P )vP (1−αβ). (5)

Indeed, there are only finitely many prime ideals P for which vP (α) = vP (β) = 0 and vP (1 − αβ) > 0.
For each of these, our work in the last paragraph shows that eventually vP (α

q − β) = vP (1− αβ) > 0.
Hence, either P ∈ PK(α, β) or N(P ) ≡ 1 (mod Q). So any (nontrivial) factor in (5) not already part of
the right-hand product in (4) is 1 modulo Q.

So if we set
F0(α, β) =

∏
vP (α)>0

N(P )vP (β)
∏

vP (α)<0

N(P )vP (α)
∏

vP (α)=0
vP (β)<0

N(P )vP (β),

then

N

(∏
P

P eP,q

)
≡ F0(α, β)

∏
P : vP (α)=vP (β)=0

N(P )vP (1−αβ) (mod Q).

Since
N((1− αβ)OK) = F1(α, β)

∏
P : vP (α)=vP (β)=0

N(P )vP (1−αβ)
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for
F1(α, β) =

∏
P : vP (α)̸=0 or

vP (β)̸=0

N(P )vP (1−αβ),

we conclude that

N

(∏
P

P eP,q

)
≡ F (α, β) ·N((1− αβ)OK) (mod Q) (6)

with
F (α, β) := F0(α, β)/F1(α, β).

We are now ready to prove our fundamental identity (1). Notice that

N((1− αβ)OK) = ±NK/Q(1− αβ) = ±
∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(1− σ(αβ)). (7)

On the other hand,

N

(∏
P

P eP,q

)
= N((αq − β)OK) = ±NK/Q(α

q − β). (8)

If q is unramified in K, which certainly holds eventually, then modulo Q,

NK/Q(α
q − β) ≡

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(σ(α)q − σ(β))

≡
∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

((FrobQ/q ◦ σ)(α)− σ(β)). (9)

Assembling (6)–(9), we see that eventually∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)

((FrobQ/q ◦ σ)(α)− σ(β)) ≡ ±F (α, β)
∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(1− σ(αβ)) (mod Q).

By passing to a subsequence of q, we can assume that the element FrobQ/q ∈ Gal(K/Q) is independent of
q, and the same for the choice of ± sign. This last congruence holding for infinitely many q implies the
congruence must be an equality, establishing the fundamental identity (1) with τ = FrobQ/q.

3 Application of methods from Diophantine analysis

We now suppose for a contradiction that #PK(αn, β) < ∞ for all n ∈ Z>0. Then for each n ∈ Z>0, there
is a τ ∈ Gal(K/Q) and a choice of ±-sign such that∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

((τ ◦ σ)(α)n − σ(β)) = ±F (αn, β)
∏

σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(1− σ(α)nσ(β)) . (10)

Both τ and the choice of sign may depend on n. However, we may restrict n to a certain infinite set N
where τ and the sign are constant.

To derive a contradiction we appeal to known results on Diophantine approximation. Their statements
require some setup; see Chapters 1 and 2 of Corvaja and Zannier’s tract [CZ18] for further discussion.
If L is a number field, we let M∞

L and M0
L denote the collection of infinite (Archimedean) and finite
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(non-Archimedean) places of L, respectively, and we set ML = M∞
L ∪M0

L. If ν ∈ M∞
L corresponds to the

real embedding σ, we normalize | · |ν so that |x|ν = |σ(x)|1/[L:Q]
R . If ν corresponds to the pair of complex

nonreal embeddings {σ, σ̄}, we let |x|ν = |σ(x)|2/[L:Q]
C . Finally, if ν ∈ M0

L corresponds to the nonzero
prime ideal P of OL, we let |x|ν = N(P )−vP (x)/[L:Q].

The absolute height (henceforth, simply height) of x ∈ Q̄ is defined as H(x) :=
∏

ν∈ML
max{1, |x|ν},

where L is any number field containing x. Its logarithmic height is h(x) := logH(x); equivalently, h(x) =∑
ν∈ML

log+ |x|ν , where log+ t = max{0, log t}. The word “absolute” is justified by our normalizations of
the | · |ν , which ensure that H(x) and h(x) are independent of the ambient field L.

Everything we need is a consequence of the following deep theorem of Schlickewei, which improved on
earlier work of Schmidt. For a proof, see e.g. Chapter 7 of Bombieri and Gubler’s monograph [BG06].
Several further applications are detailed in [CZ18].

If S is a set of places of L containing all the infinite places, OL,S denotes the collection of S-integers of L,
meaning the set of x ∈ L with |x|ν ≤ 1 for all ν /∈ S.

Schmidt–Schlickewei Subspace Theorem. Let L be a number field and let S be a finite set of places of
L containing all the infinite places. For each ν ∈ S, let ℓi,ν , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, be linearly independent linear
forms in n variables with coefficients from L. Let ε > 0. Then the solutions x = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ (OL,S)

n to
the inequality ∏

ν∈S

n∏
i=1

|ℓi,ν(x)|ν ≤

 ∏
ν∈ML

max{|x1|ν , . . . , |xn|ν}

−ε

all lie in a certain finite union of proper linear subspaces of Ln.

The following consequence of the subspace theorem seems to be well-known but we include a proof for
completeness. By an S-unit, we mean a unit in the ring OL,S . That is, x ∈ L is an S-unit if |x|ν = 1 for
all ν /∈ S.

Proposition 2. Let L be a number field and let S be a finite set of places of L containing all the infinite
places. Let ν0 ∈ S. Only finitely many S-units u satisfy

log |1− u|ν0 ≤ −ε · h(u). (11)

Proof. We apply the subspace theorem with n = 2 and x = [1, u], noting that a proper subspace of L2 will
contain [1, u] for at most a single value of u. For ν ̸= ν0, let ℓ1,ν(x1, x2) = x2 and ℓ2,ν(x1, x2) = x1, and
take ℓ1,ν0(x1, x2) = x1, ℓ2,ν0(x1, x2) = x1 − x2. By the subspace theorem, all but finitely many u ∈ OL,S

satisfy ( ∏
ν∈S
ν ̸=ν0

|u|ν
)
|1− u|ν0 >

 ∏
ν∈ML

max{1, |u|ν}

−ε/2

= H(u)−ε/2.

In the statement of Proposition 2, u is not only an element of OK,S but an S-unit. So by the product
formula,

∏
ν∈S |u|ν = 1, and

∏
ν∈S, ν ̸=ν0

|u|ν = |u|−1
ν0 . We conclude that all but finitely many S-units

u satisfy |1 − u|ν0 > |u|ν0 · H(u)−ε/2. This implies immediately that (11) has finitely many solutions
among S-units u with |u|ν0 > H(u)−ε/2. Suppose u is a solution to (11) where |u|ν0 ≤ H(u)−ε/2. Since
|1− u|ν0 ≤ H(u)−ε, we have |u|ν0 ≥ 1−H(u)−ε. Hence, H(u)−ε/2 ≥ |u|ν0 ≥ 1−H(u)−ε ≥ 1−H(u)−ε/2,
implying H(u) ≤ 22/ε. But there are only finitely many such u (Northcott).
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We can now prove the “standard” result, alluded to in the introduction, used to handle multiplicatively
dependent α, β.

Corollary 3. Let L be a number field. Let S be a finite set of places of L containing all the infinite places.
Let γ ∈ L×, not a root of unity. There are only finitely many n ∈ Z>0 for which 1− γn is an S-unit.

Proof. Enlarging S if necessary, we can assume that γ is an S-unit. Since γ is not a root of unity, H(γ) > 1,
and there is some ν0 ∈ S with |γ|ν0 > 1. Then for large n, we have |1− γn|ν0 ≥ 1

2 |γ|
n
ν0 ≥ exp(cn), for a

constant c > 0. Let ε = c
h(γ)·#S . It follows from Proposition 2 that if n is sufficiently large,

|1− γn|ν > H(γn)−ε = exp(−cn/#S) for all ν ∈ S.

Hence,
∏

ν∈S |1 − γn|ν ≥ exp(cn)
∏

ν∈S, ν ̸=ν0
exp(−cn/#S) > 1 for large n, implying (by the product

formula) that 1− γn is not an S-unit.

The next result is due to Corvaja and Zannier [CZ05, see eq. (13) and Proposition 2]; it builds on earlier
joint work with Bugeaud [BCZ03]. Here log− t = min{0, log t}.

Proposition 4. Let L be a number field and let S be a finite set of places of L containing all the infinite
places. Let ε > 0. There are only finitely many multiplicatively independent pairs of S-units u, v satisfying∑

ν∈MK

log−max{|1− u|ν , |1− v|ν} ≤ −εmax{h(u), h(v)}.

We can now return to the problem at hand. Recall that according to our assumptions, (10) holds for all n
in the infinite set N , for a constant choice of τ and a constant choice of sign. We derive a contradiction
using Proposition 4.

In §4 we will prove the existence of a positive integer N0 such that the following holds: If n is a positive
integer exceeding N0, then for every σ ∈ Gal(K/Q),

τ(α)−nβ, σ(α)nσ(β) are multiplicatively independent. (12)

In the remainder of this section we take this independence claim as known and show how to complete the
proof of Theorem 1.

Let S0 denote the set of prime ideals belonging to the support of any conjugate of α or β. For each n ∈ N ,
we consider the corresponding equation of fractional ideals induced by (10), removing the contribution
from S0. (Notice that all the factors in (10) generate nonzero fractional ideals of K: The right-hand side
is nonzero, by the assumed multiplicative independence of α, β, so each factor on the left is nonzero too.)
Let

Iσ =
∏
P /∈S0

P vP ((τ◦σ)(α)n−σ(β)), Jσ =
∏
P /∈S0

P vP (1−σ(α)nσ(β)).

Here the notation suppresses the dependence on n ∈ N . Then Iσ and Jσ are integral ideals, and (since
F (α, β) is supported entirely on S0)

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q) Iσ =

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q) Jσ. Thus, Iid |

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q(Iid, Jσ),

and there is a σ ∈ Gal(K/Q) with

N((Iid, Jσ)) ≥ N(Iid)
1/[K:Q]. (13)

It will be convenient if σ is the same for all n ∈ N ; we can ensure this by replacing N with an appropriate
infinite subset.
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Observe that logN(Iid) =
∑

P /∈S0
vP (τ(α)

n − β) logN(P ). Identifying S0 with the corresponding subset
of M0

K , this last expression can be rewritten as

−[K : Q]
∑

ν∈M0
K\S0

log |τ(α)n − β|ν = −[K : Q]
∑

ν∈M0
K\S0

log |1− τ(α)−nβ|ν

= [K : Q]
∑

ν∈M∞
K ∪S0

log |1− τ(α)−nβ|ν .

Let S = M∞
K ∪S0. Then every conjugate of α and β is an S-unit. Since τ(α) is not a root of unity, there is

some ν0 ∈ S with |τ(α)|ν0 < 1. Then for a certain constant c1 > 0, we will have log |1− τ(α)−nβ|ν0 > c1n
for all large n ∈ N . Now fixing an ε > 0, Proposition 2 implies that for all large n ∈ N ,∑

ν∈S, ν ̸=ν0

log |1− τ(α)−nβ|ν ≥ −ε((#S)− 1) · h(τ(α)−nβ) ≥ −ε((#S)− 1))(n · h(α) + h(β)).

Fixing ε sufficiently small, we conclude that
∑

ν∈S log |1− τ(α)−nβ|ν > 1
2c1n for all large enough n ∈ N ,

and N(Iid) ≥ exp(12 [K : Q]c1n).

On the other hand, logN((Iid, Jσ)) =
∑

P /∈S0
min{vP (τ(α)n − β), vP (1− σ(α)nσ(β))} logN(P ), which we

can rewrite as
−[K : Q]

∑
ν∈M0

K\S0

logmax{|1− τ(α)−nβ|ν , |1− σ(α)nσ(β)|ν}.

By our choice of S0, the maximum appearing here is at most 1, and so log could be replaced with log−

without changing the value of the expression. By Proposition 4, for any ε > 0 and all sufficiently large
n ∈ N ,∑
v∈M0

K\S0

logmax{|1− τ(α)−nβ|v, |1− σ(α)nσ(β)|v} ≥
∑

v∈MK

log−max{|1− τ(α)−nβ|v, |1− σ(α)nσ(β)|v}

≥ −εmax{h(τ(α)−nβ), h(σ(α)nσ(β))}
≥ −ε(nh(α) + h(β)),

so that
logN((Iid, Jσ)) ≤ ε[K : Q](nh(α) + h(β)).

Fixing ε sufficiently small, we find that for large n ∈ N ,

N((Iid, Jσ)) < exp

(
1

2
c1n

)
≤ N(Iid)

1/[K:Q],

contradicting (13).

4 Verification of multiplicative independence

We have left hanging the claim (12) about multiplicative independence. Here we pay this outstanding
debt and thereby complete the proof of Theorem 1.

It is enough to prove (12) for each fixed σ ∈ Gal(K/Q). Let µK denote the (finite) group of roots of
unity contained in K. As shown by Skolem [Sko47] (see also [Iwa53, Lemma 3]), the group K×/µK is
free abelian. Let π1, π2, π3, . . . be a sequence of elements of K× whose images in K×/µK form a basis.
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If δ ∈ K× and δ = ζπe1
1 πe2

2 πe3
3 · · · for some ζ ∈ µK , we associate to δ the infinite dimensional vector

V(δ) := [e1, e2, e3, . . . ] ∈ ⊕∞
i=1Z. Then elements δ, γ ∈ K× are multiplicatively dependent if and only if

V(δ) and V(γ) are linearly dependent over Z, or equivalently over Q.

Put a = V(τ(α)), b = V(β), a′ = V(σ(α)), b′ = V(σ(β)). Let N ′ denote the set of positive integers n
for which −na+ b and na′ + b′ are Q-linearly dependent. It suffices to show that #N ′ < ∞.

Suppose instead that N ′ is infinite. Then a and a′ are Q-linearly dependent. Otherwise, some 2 × 2

submatrix of the 2 × ∞ matrix

[
a
a′

]
is nonsingular, say

[
aj ak
a′j a′k

]
. The corresponding submatrix of[

−na+ b
na′ + b′

]
has determinant

∣∣∣∣−naj + bj −nak + bk
na′j + b′j na′k + b′k

∣∣∣∣ = −n2(aja
′
k − aka

′
j) + (linear polynomial in n),

which is nonzero for large n. Thus −na+b and na′+b′ are Q-linearly independent for large n, contradicting
that #N ′ is infinite.

So we can assume τ(α) and σ(α) are multiplicatively dependent, say τ(α)A = σ(α)B, where A and B are
integers, not both zero. Since |NK/Q(τ(α))| = |NK/Q(σ(α))| = |NK/Q(α)| ≠ 1, we conclude that A = B.
Hence, τ(α), σ(α) differ (multiplicatively) by a root of unity in K, giving a = a′.

This last equality implies that for every n ∈ N ′, the vectors −na+b and (na′+b′)+(−na+b) = b+b′ are
linearly dependent over Q. If b+ b′ = 0, then βσ(β) is a root of unity, contradicting that |NK/Q(β)| ≠ 1.
So b+ b′ is nonzero. It follows that for each n ∈ N ,

−na+ b ∈ Q · (b+ b′).

Applying this for two different n ∈ N ′ and subtracting, we get that a ∈ Q · (b + b′) and then that
b ∈ Q · (b+b′). The latter forces b and b′ to be dependent over Q. Thus, β and σ(β) are multiplicatively
dependent. But then (by the same reasoning applied earlier to τ(α) and σ(α)), the elements β and σ(β)
differ by a root of unity, and b = b′. Hence, a ∈ Q · (b+b′) = Q ·b′, and so a′ = a and b′ are Q-dependent.
Therefore σ(α) and σ(β) are multiplicatively dependent. This contradicts our assumption that α, β are
multiplicatively independent.

Concluding remarks

Suppose K is imaginary quadratic and that α, β ∈ K× with αOK and βOK having disjoint supports. One
can check that the asserted identities (10) amount in this case to

NK/Q(ᾱ
n − β) = NK/Q(1− αnβ) for all n ∈ Z>0, (14)

where the bar indicates the nontrivial automorphism of K. (It is helpful when deriving this to recall
that Frobenius elements of primes above q are nontrivial in Gal(K/Q) when q ≡ −1 (mod |DiscK |).) If
Nα = 1 or Nβ = 1, then (14) genuinely holds, and so we cannot hope to remove the norm restrictions in
Theorem 1 without a new approach.

We came to Theorem 1 by investigating what the fundamental identity (1) implies with α replaced by αn,
for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . It seems worth pointing out that (1) by itself is already enough to show PK(α, β) is
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infinite for “100 percent” of α, β in a Galois number field K. For simplicity in setting up the counting
problem, we restrict ourselves to a formulation involving integers of K.

Let K be a degree d Galois number field, which we view as sitting inside C, and let σ1, . . . , σd be an
ordering of the elements of Gal(K/Q). Put ∥γ∥∞ = max1≤i≤d |σi(γ)|C and define, for each X > 0,

B(X) = {γ ∈ OK : ∥γ∥∞ < X}.

Then #B(X) ∼ κXd, as X → ∞, where κ > 0 is a constant depending on K (this follows from [Rie61,
Hilfssatz 9]).2 Hence, the number of ordered pairs of nonzero α, β ∈ B(X) is asymptotic to κ2X2d.

Proposition 5. For each ε > 0 and each X ≥ 1, the number of ordered pairs of nonzero α, β ∈ B(X)

where (1) holds, for some τ and choice of sign, is O(X2d− 1
2
+ε). Here the constant may depend on K, ε.

Fix an integral basis ω1, . . . , ωd. Writing each γ ∈ OK in the form
∑d

i=1 hiωi (all hi ∈ Z), the conjugates
of γ are the entries of MhT , where M = [σi(ωj)]1≤i,j≤d and h = [h1, . . . , hd]. Hence, ∥γ∥∞ ≪ ∥h∥∞.
(We allow implied constants to depend on the choice of integral basis.) Since M is invertible, a parallel
argument gives ∥h∥∞ ≪ ∥γ∥∞. In particular, the condition γ ∈ B(X) implies that each |hi| ≤ CX for
some constant C.

It is straightforward to check that for nonzero α, β ∈ OK ,

F (α, β) = N(Iα,β), where Iα,β :=
∏

vP (α)>0

P vP (β).

We consider first those cases where F = F (α, β) satisfies F ≤ X1/2. Here we count solutions to (1)
corresponding to a fixed choice of τ and choice of sign, and a fixed positive integer F . If we write
α =

∑d
i=1 hiωi and β =

∑d
i=1 h

′
iωi, enforcing (1) then amounts to requiring

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(
d∑

i=1

(τ ◦ σ)(ωi)hi −
d∑

i=1

σ(ωi)h
′
i

)
− F

∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)

(
1−

(
d∑

i=1

σ(ωi)hi

)(
d∑

i=1

σ(ωi)h
′
i

))
= 0.

The left-hand side is a polynomial in the 2d variables h1, . . . , hd, h
′
1, . . . , h

′
d of total degree at most 2d,

and it is not the zero polynomial (it does not vanish when all hi = h′i = 0). If α, β ∈ B(X), then
each |hi|, |h′i| ≤ CX. By the Schwartz–Zippel Lemma [vzGG13, Lemma 6.44, p. 176], the number of
possibilities for the integers hi, h

′
i ∈ [−CX,CX] — and hence, the number of choices of α, β — is at most

2d(1 + 2CX)2d−1 = O(X2d−1). Varying our previously fixed parameters yields O(X2d− 1
2 ) solutions.

If α, β satisfy (1) with F (α, β) > X1/2, then there is an ideal I = Iα,β with norm exceeding X1/2 for
which β ∈ I and α ∈ rad(I). Here rad(I) denotes the product of the distinct prime ideals dividing I. For
each nonzero ideal I, the number of nonzero β ∈ B(X) ∩ I is O(Xd/N(I)), and similarly the number of
nonzero α ∈ B(X) ∩ rad(I) is O(Xd/N(rad(I))). (This follows from the more refined estimates of Rieger
in [Rie61, Hilfssatz 9] along with the observation that there are no such β, resp. α, when N(I) > Xd, resp.

2 actually κ = 2r1(2π)r2/
√
|DiscK | where r1 is the number of real embeddings of K and r2 the number of pairs

of complex nonreal embeddings.
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N(rad(I)) > Xd.) Finally (assuming as we may that ε < 1
2),∑

I: N(I)>X1/2

Xd

N(I)
· Xd

N(rad(I))
≤ X2d

∑
I

(
N(I)

X1/2

)1−2ε 1

N(I)N(rad(I))

= X2d− 1
2
+ε
∏
P

(
1 +

1

N(P )1+2ε
+

1

N(P )1+4ε
+ . . .

)
≪ X2d− 1

2
+ε,

using in the final step that the product on P converges. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.
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